Parameter estimation of variogram models is an important problem in geostatistics and environmental engineering. Most of existing works aim to estimate parameters of variogram single models, while neglecting the parameter estimation of variogram nested model. Most recently, the evolutionary algorithms(EA), including genetic algorithm(GA), are exploited to calculate the parameters of variogram model, which can obtain a more accurate solution. These methods have some hyper-parameters to set and suffer from the well-recognized premature convergence and slow global convergence problem of EA. In this paper, a double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm(DECGA) and deep reinforcement learning(dueling DQN) was introduced to estimate the parameters of variogram single or nested models so as to achieve better generalization performance. The DECGA can get the global optimal solution faster than GA with the help of dueling DQN, which can set the hyper-parameters according to the state of DECGA. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method(DDQNGA), we conduct experiments on the agricultural heavy metal database. Experimental results demonstrate that our method can obtain parameter estimation more accurately. The method proposed in this paper have a certain practical value in the field of geostatistics and environmental engineering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variogram was introduced in geostatistics as a tool for revealing major directions of correlation in spatial data [1] . Many geostatistics methods need to calculate the variogram value of spatial variables, for example, Kriging. In statistics, the kriging is the method of interpolation deriving from regionalized variable theory, and it depends on expressing spatial variation of the property in terms of the variogram [2] . Kriging is based on variogram, which model is further used to define the weights of the kriging function [3] . So how to get a better variogram model is the subject of variogram by many geography researchers. The variogram model is the key function used to fit the temporal or spatial correlation of the observed phenomenon, and the closer things are more related than distant things in geostatistics. As described in some papers, the variogram can reflect the closer things are The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kan Liu . more predictable and has less variability, while distant things are less predictable and are less related in terrain [4] . With no doubts, a better variogram model for relevant geographic analysis will make the result analysis more accurately and has practical value for the geostatistics and environmental engineering.
The variogram model is a mathematical function to the relationship between distances and experimental variogram values and there are some functions that are the best fit like exponential model, linear model, spherical model and Gaussian model [4] . The different theoretical model can be used to fit the distribution of scatter plots of experimental variogram. For example, the liner models means that spatial variability increases linearly with distance, and the spherical model is a modified quadratic equation where spatial dependence flattens out as the sill and range [4] . The variogram provide a useful preliminary step in understanding the nature of geographic data. Uncovering the relationship between values and distances and choosing the best theoretical variogram model is very important. After the theoretical variogram model is determined, its parameters need to be estimated. The accuracy of parameters determines the final effect of variogram. Ideally, we can try to lower residual sum of squares(RSS), as best fit as possible [4] . How to choose the theoretical variogram models and estimate parameters are the research topic in field of variogram.
Most of the existing works focus on parameter estimation of variogram single model, and its difficulty to describe the correlation of the observed phenomenon in complex spatial or temporal attribute scenarios [5] . Traditional approaches for parameters estimation focus on mathematical optimization method, including weighted regression polynomial, planning method, target planning method, least square method and so on [7] - [9] . And some researches also use of universal function approximator such as ANN to fit authorized semivariogram model within a kriging [10] . Recently, the evolutionary algorithms are exploited to calculate the parameters of variogram model, for example, the genetic algorithm(GA) and the genetic programming(GP) [5] , [11] , [12] . Compared with traditional methods, the method based evolutionary algorithm usually can get the parameters more accurately, however, it should takes a lot of time. To-data, there is still not a perfect method to obtain the variogram parameters [9] . Therefore, the more accurate parameters and the less time cost need to be considered in our practical research.
The purpose of this paper is to explore a better method for parameter estimation in variogram single or nested models, which can get the parameters more accurately and have a better generalization performance. The parameter estimation is a very complicated process, which need to consider the accuracy and time cost. In order to get more better parameters, we have carried out a lot of work. The first thing we did in our search is that we uniform expression of variogram nested model to facilitate calculation. And the last thing we did was that we used the previous research results [5] and introduce the deep reinforcement learning(dueling DQN) and double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm(DECGA) to parameter estimation. In recent years, with the rise of artificial intelligence, genetic algorithm and deep reinforcement learning technology use in many fields. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a typical optimization algorithm that can search the optimal solution in the global, but the typical genetic algorithm often has the problems of premature convergence and slow global convergence. In order to solve this problem, this paper introduces the double elite collaborative genetic algorithm (DECGA), and at the same time combines the deep intensive learning (dueling DQN) to learn and generate some parameters of the genetic algorithm automatically. The simulation experiment result demonstrates that this model not only can get the variogram model with lower RSS value, but also take less time.
The remainder of this article is organized as follow: ''Related work'' section is the literature survey, investigating the current development of this topic. ''Variogram model'' section presents the basic principle of variogram model. ''Deep reinforcement learning'' section introduces the theory of deep reinforcement learning(dueling DQN). ''Double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm'' section introduces the theory of genetic algorithm and its improved algorithm (DECGA). In ''Proposed approach'' section, the proposed method is described in detail. In ''Experiment end result analysis'' section, the two experiments will be conducted. Finally, in ''Conclusion and future work'' section, we conclude the paper and directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The concept of variogram was proposed by geostatistician Georges Matheron in his 1963 Book [6] . At present, many researchers have done some researches on the parameters estimation of variogram model, and the research methods mainly focus on two aspects: one is to use the related mathematical optimization method to get the parameters, for example, least square method, weighted regression polynomial and linear programming method. The other is to use the relevant heuristic search algorithm to search the global optimal solution. As early as 1985, Noel Cressie proposed the weighted least squares to fit the variogram models and the weighting scheme automatically gives most weight to early lags and down-weights those lags with a small number of pairs [7] . Since then, many researchers have conducted relevant research on the parameters estimation. Marc G. Genton proposed and studies a variogram estimator based on a highly robust estimator of scale [8] . In the early 2001, Chen of Jilin university proposed a method for estimating semivariogram parameters by linear programming, which obtains the nonnegative and the nonpositive parameters required in geostatistical models [9] . In the early 2007, Teegavarapu et al. used universal function approximator such as ANN to fit the surface within a kriging [10] .
Another attempt to calculate the parameters of variogram models is using heuristic search algorithm to search for the optimal solution in the global solution. Yangyong et al. [13] used genetic algorithms to simulate the variant functions for Kriging spatial analysis and applied to analyze the thickness distribution of coal beds in some regions. And Yong et al. [5] . also unified superimposed expression of nested multi-scale model in computer and used the genetic algorithm to estimate the parameters in 2011. Sun considered the wide application of Gaussian model, and combine the minimum message length criteron framework with the improved EM algorithm to get reasonable branch number of the mixed model [14] . Adhikary et al. used genetic programming(GP) to derive the variogram model and proposed genetic programming-based ordinary kriging (GPOK) to estimating the missing rainfall data in 2015 [11] . And then Adhikary et al. used the kriging with genetic programming(KGP) method in line with traditional kriging as a viable alternative technique for spatial estimation and mapping of rainfall [12] .
The early research of parameter estimation in variogram models is mainly focused on single model parameter estimation. At the same time, more and more researchers improve the previous algorithms to improve the effect of the parameter estimation. Zhaoliang et al. [15] innovated the weight of the weighted linear programming method and proposed a method which considered the both lag distance and the effect of the numbers of data pairs to weight to improve the accuracy of reserves estimation results. Jiabao et al. [16] introduce the information entropy theory into the parameter estimation of variogram model, and using the entropy weight method improved weighting method of weighted polynomial regression. Zhao et al. [17] considered errors of distances and the weighted total least squares regression and proposed a parameter estimation of variogram model by weighted total least squares regression. And then Zhao et al. [18] use nonlinear weighted total least squares to estimate parameter of variogram model and the parameter was calculated iteratively with number of points weighted method of variogram and weighted method of distance in coefficient matrix derived by variance-covariance propagation law.
III. VARIOGRAM MODELS
The variogram is the analysis of spatial variability of grade within a region in geostatistics as it will be used to fit a model of the temporal or spatial correlation of the observed phenomenon [3] . some deposit types, e.g. gold and heavy metal. have spatial variability between samples, which spatial distance is more closer, the characteristic of samples usually have a stronger correlation. Quantitative calculation how sample grades relate to each other samples in space is a important step in geostatistics. A variogram is used to quantify this spatial variability between samples [19] . The variogram can be divide into two categories, one is experimental variogram that calculated by the value of samples in spatial or temporal, the other one is the theoretical variogram that used to fit the valued of experimental variogram by some variogram models. The experimental variogram is an autocorrelation statistic defined as the variance of the difference between field values at two locations, and the mathematical expression of experimental variogram is shown in formula (1) 
A. VARIOGRAM MODEL TERMS
The experimental variogram can be represented in a two-dimensional coordinate system where x axis is separation distance h i , and y axis is the value of γ * (h i ), and the curve can be modeled using three parameter terms(a nugget variance, a sill and a range). The nugget variance(C 0 )
is the y-intercept of the model, and the sill is the model asymptote, which quantity relationship can be expressed as sill = C 0 + C. The range (A) is the effective distance over which spatial dependence is apparent [20] . The empirical variogram cannot be computed at every lag distance h i and due to variation in the estimation it is not ensured that it is a valid variogram, however some geostatistical methods such as kriging need valid variogram. In applied geostatistics the empirical variograms are thus often approximated by model function ensuring validity, some important models are linear variogram model, exponential variogram model, spherical variogram model and Gaussian variogram model [3] .
The Gaussian models, spherical models and exponential models are the most widely used in theoretical variogram models, which can fit the experimental variogram value well. The mathematical expressions of the three theoretical models can be seen in formula (2), where h is lag interval, γ (h) is variogram for interval distance class h, C 0 is the nugget variance and its value is positive, C is the structural variance and its value is greater than C 0 , A is range parameter [20] . If the experimental variogram never levels out, then the linear model is usually appropriate. If the experimental variogram levels out, but is ''curvy'' all the way up, then the exponential model should be considered. If the experimental variogram starts out straight, then bends over sharply and levels out, the spherical model is a good first choice [21] .
B. UNIFORM EXPRESSION OF VARIOGRAM NESTED MODELS
In a multi-scale geospatial space, the analysis of spatial variability of grade within a region in geostatistics is usually complex. The single theoretical variogram model may not be able to describe the spatial variability of geographic attributes in some cases. For example, the diversity of influencing factors can affect the content of heavy metals in the scientific about researching on the heavy metal content of farmland, therefore we often combine multiple single theoretical variogram models(Gaussian models, spherical models and exponential models) to fit the trend of the experimental variogram. In order to explain the uniform expression of variogram nested model, we choose two spherical models as an example to illustrate in this paper. The nested model can be formulated by formula (3), which consists of two spherical models.
c 0 is the nugget variance, h is lag distance, c 1 is the short nugget variance, a 1 is the shorter effective distance, c 2 is the long nugget variance, a 2 is the longer effective distance.
In consideration of modeling easily during the period of numerical calculation, we build a function of the nested model into a unified form according to the correlation function expression of the nested model(see formula (3)). Owing to the nugget variance can be seen in every single variogram model, we can use cf i (h, a i ) to construct the nested function. The formulation of uniform expression of variogram nested model is shown below:
where h is the lag distance, n is the number of the submodels about the variogram nested model,
is a function which depends on the type of the nested model. The unified form of variogram nested model can facilitate the calculation, and number of sub models can be infinite. In fact, we usually use a single variogram model or two variogram nested models to analyse spatial analysis in geostatistics [5] .
IV. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING(DUELING DQN )
Deep reinforcement learning(RL) can learn the strategies(π) in the process of interaction with the environment over discrete time steps. In RL [22] , an agent can take a certain action(a) according to the environment state(s), at the same time, the environment will return a reward(r) and the agent will enter the next environment state(s ). The reinforcement learning model to resolve is described as a Markov Decision Process(MDP), which require S, A, R and f , Here, f is the transition function that specifies the probability of entering states S , S is the states of the environment, A is the actions that the agent can take, R is the rewards that an agent receives in the environment S. The goal of agents is to maximize the cumulative reward at interaction with the environment, and RL define the cumulative reward as formula (5), In this formulation, ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor that trades-off the importance of immediate and future rewards [23] .
In RL, some function objects are usually used to estimate the value of an action to get the optimal strategy in a specific environment, for example Q function and advantage function. For an agent behaving according to a stochastic policy π, the values of the state-action can be computed recursively with dynamic programming:
where is a discount factor. The maximize cumulative reward means Q * (s, a) = max π Q π (s, a), and it also follows that the optimal Q function satisfies the Bellman equation:
RL also define the advantage function, which relates the Q function and value of the state s, the quantity is shown as
where V π (s) measures the how good it is to be in state s, Q π (s, a) measures the value of a particular action and state under the deterministic policy π [23]. The previous content described the main components of RL and a variety of different techniques are used in RL to learn this policy and maximize the cumulative reward, for example Deep Q-networks(DQN) and Double Deep Q-networks(dueling DQN). DQN extends Q-learning and use a neural network to approximate a non-linear Q value function of the state features. And the dueling DQN extends DQN using two neural networks(a primary network and a target network) to get better policy evaluation in the presence of many similar-valued actions, the primary network is for selecting an action and the target network is for generating a Q-value for the action. The target-Q values are used to compute the loss function for every action during training. The weights of the target network are fixed, and only periodically or slowly updated to the primary Q-networks values [24] . In the stage of neural network training, we can use the experiencing samples <s, a, s , r> in the environment, and the loss define as:
V. DOUBLE ELITE CO-EVOLUTIONARY GENETIC ALGORITHM(DECGA)
The genetic algorithm(GA) is one of the larger class of evolutionary algorithms(EA) and commonly used to solve both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems.
And the GA are based on the ideas of natural selection and biological evolution, which one population represent the VOLUME 8, 2020 potential solution of the problem. A population consists of a certain number of individuals encoded by genes and each individual is a chromosome which is related to problem solving. The GA selects chromosome individuals as parents from current population, and uses crossover and mutation operations(Crossover: combining two parents to form children, Mutation: apply random changes to individual parents to form children) to produce the children for the next generation. Over successive generations, GA use evaluation function to evaluate the quality of individuals and the population evolves to an optimal solution. Although the traditional genetic algorithm can get the optimal solution through continuous iteration, it often exists the premature convergence and low speed of convergence in practice [25] . An improved genetic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem discussed above. The double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm (DECGA) introduce the elite strategy and the concept of coevolutionary can effectively avoid the premature convergence and low speed of convergence. The notion of DECGA goes back to [25] . In DECGA, we define two kinds of individual evaluation functions to evaluate the merits and demerits of individuals, one is conventional methods that expressed as f (x i ) where i is the individual in the population. The other one takes into account the degree of individual difference and defined as:
(a li − a lj ), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n a li − a lj = 0, a li = a lj 1, a li = a lj (10) where D(i, j) is the degree of individual difference, l represents the length of chromosome. If each individual i and j is the same, we set D(i, j) = 0, and each position of chromosome is different, we should set D(i, j) = 1. The elite individual is very important for evolution. In the initial population generation, we choose the m individuals with highest fitness as the elite pool population, which the highest fitness one is the EliteA, and the EliteB individual comes from the elite pool population excluding EliteA by proportional selection method. This genetic algorithm with elite can quickly converge to the global optimal solution. The details evolution strategy of EliteA and EliteB individual are described as follows:
Evolution of Subpopulation Centered on EliteA: The purpose of this evolution of EliteA is to improve the convergence speed. First, the initial population(population size set N ) is divide into two subpopulations TeamA(N /2) and TeamNoUse(N /2). The fitness value(F(x j )) of TeamA should be calculated which the populations of TeamA with high fitness value set as TeamA_h and the rest is TeamA_l. Owing the existence of TeamA_h and TeamA_l, the DECGA need to adopt different cross strategies, the cross between TeamA_l and EliteA adopts single point cross operation. Because TeamA_h is an excellent individual and needs to preserve its excellent individual genes, TeamA_h can be divided into two cross strategies according to its individual difference degree(see the formula (10)). When the individual difference degree is greater than the average difference degree, the flip cross algorithm is used, otherwise, it adopts single point cross strategy. The flip cross algorithm is shown below:
Evolution of Subpopulation Centered on EliteB: The purpose of this evolution is to avoid the premature convergence.
We define a sub-population TeamB(population size set N /2), which half of members(N /4) are random initialization population, and the other members are from initial population with a higher second fitness value(F (x j )). So the evolution of EliteB and TeamB should use a common cross-mutation strategy to co-evolution.
VI. PROPOSED APPROACH(DDQNGA)
The previous section described the basic theory of the proposed algorithm(DDQNGA), including vriogram, deep reinforcement learning and double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm. The vriogram is a analysis of spatial variability of grade within a region, and the accuracy of parameter estimation of theoretical variogram model will greatly affect the result of geospatial analysis. In this paper, we introduce the improved genetic algorithm(DDQNGA) can obtain the better global optimal solution. The DDQNGA encodes the parameters of the theoretical variogram model and use the double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm to search the global optimal solution, which super parameters can be set by reinforcement learning model(dueling DQN). The implementation details of DDQNGA are described in Fig.1 . The DDQNGA mainly consists of two parts algorithm, one is DDCGA algorithm framed by dotted line, which search for the global optimal parameters of theoretical variogram. The other one is dueling DQN algorithm filled with a light yellow background, which trained model can automatically assign the super parameters according to the state of DDCGA.
A. ENCODING OF CHROMOSOMES AND INITIAL POPULATION
Encoding mechanism for representing chromosomes is very important in DDQNGA. The mathematical expression of the single model of the theoretical variogram is relatively simple(see variogram model section). In this paper, we use two spherical models to describe the encoding of chromosomes in uniform expression of variogram nested model. We see that the two spherical variogram nested model in the formula (3), and the parameters c i and a i need to be solved. Owing we take two spherical nested model as examples to describe the steps, there are five parameters need to be solved including c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , a 1 and a 2 . Each binary encoded parameters will be combined into a chromosome, and the chromosome encoding length and decoding method are shown in the following formula (12):
where U max i is the maximum value of the parameter range to be determined, U min i is the minimum value of the parameter range to be determined, Q i is the precision of the parameter. The L i is the binary encoding length of each parameters, for example, if the number of parameters to be estimated is m, the length of each chromosome will be linked by the binary encoding of these parameters. ceil is rounding operation. b k is the binary value of each position in chromosome. The algorithm starts with a random initial population of chromosomes.
B. FITNESS FUNCTION AND SELECTION STRATEGY
The fitness function for this algorithm is computed as the minimal number of the difference between experimental variogram and theoretical variogram. In this paper, the fitness value can evaluate the fitting situation of theoretical variation and the value is computed by the formula (13):
where γ * (h i ) is value of theoretical variogram for interval distance class h i , γ (h i ) is value of the experimental variogram calculated by some value of deposit types. The Fit(i) is the fitness value, and we also introduce the degree of individual difference to define the second fitness function(see formula (14) ) that described in double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm section.
The above content defines two different fitness functions, which are the guidance of selection. In this paper, the selection strategy mainly includes roulette wheel strategy and maximum value selection strategy. For more details about selection strategy, the readers can seen the double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm section.
C. CROSSOVER AND MUTATION
Crossover operation is to produce new chromosomes relying on the selected ancestors, we used two randomly selected point of two randomly selected ancestors and the bits between those points in either chromosome are swapped between the two ancestors chromosomes. The mutation operation in GA is that randomly select the bits of chromosome and change the value of these bits with a uniform distribution. In GA, the probability of crossover and mutation needs to be set according to the iterative progress of the algorithm. In general, a larger probability of crossover should be set in the early stage of evolution to accelerate the convergence of the model, and the probability of mutation needs to be increased to avoid too similar population causing early maturity in the later stage of evolution [26] . It is difficult to set the probability value dynamically based on the traditional GA, so the deep reinforcement learning introduced is very important for getting a better parameters of theoretical variogram.
The construction of dueling DQN model should base on the situation of DECGA, and we define three elements including state(S), action(A) and reward(R). The definition of state enables reflecting the process of each iteration of DECGA. The state proposed in this paper can be divided into three parts including iteration number, population diversity and relative fitness value. The range of iteration number is [0, g/4), [g/4,g/2), [g/2, 3g/4) and [3g/4,1], which presentation method is One-Hot encoding in working code. The diversity of population is calculated according to formula (10), and we divide the range from 0 to 1 into four equal intervals. The relative fitness value reflects the difference between the theoretical variogram and the experimental variogram, and its value is also divided into four equal intervals([0,0.25), [0.25, 0.5), [0.5, 0.75) and [0.75,1]). The reinforcement learning action space is defined as the mutation and crossover probability in the DECGA, including the evolution between TeamA and EliteA, TeamB and EliteB. Therefore, the action value are set to four to corresponding to the crossover and mutation probability values of each subpopulation, and the reward value is set to the first kind of fitness function.
VII. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of this method about parameter estimation of variogram models, we conducted two experiments including different experimental data. The experiment is developed under the Google's colab (GPU: Tesla T4).
The first experiments are mainly used to verify whether method(DDQNGA) proposed in this paper can get lower RSS value(RSS is residual sum of squares) and the experiment of variogram data is the content of heavy metals in surface soil of Yinchuan city of Ningxia [27] , which includes six common heavy metal contents in soil samples, and a total of 96 soil sampling points. The second experiments are mainly used to verify the effect of reinforcement learning algorithm in genetic algorithm and we used the latest heavy metal data of farmland in Huangpi District, Wuhan City, Hubei Province in 2019 to carry out relevant experiments. The data contains 362 sample points and spatial distribution of sample collection in Huangpi District can be seen in Fig. 2 . Triangle marked in black are the sample points, which located in the farmland area. The area of the whole experimental area is about 2261 square kilometers. We compared our method with least squares fit(LSF), partical swarm optimization(PSO), the method of GS+ software and the parameter estimation method based the traditional GA [5] .
A. PARAMETER ESTIMATION OF VARIOGRAM MODELS WITH HEAVY METAL SURFACE SOIL DATA
In order to verify the effectiveness of this method based on dueling DQN and DECGA, the open datasets [27] about heavy metals in surface soil of Yinchuan city used in this part of the experiment. The metals Pb and Ti in the data are used to verify the accuracy of parameter estimation of single/nested variogram model. The Gaussian model is used in the single model and marked as id = 0 in the following experimental results. The Gaussian model and the spherical model are used to describe the critically important concept of how content of heavy metal Ti vary with distance in this nested variogram model marked as id = 1. In this paper, we select these model that are the best fit the mathematical function to the relationship between values and distances. The parameters of these variogram model are set as follows Table 1 , and the accuracy of all parameters is 0.001. The Observation of the scatter diagram and the shape characteristics of various variogram models is related to whether to use single or nested model and we can also set the range of parameters by observing the scatter diagram. The latitude and longitude coordinates of original data should transformed into plane coordinates through ArcGIS Desktop software. In the first experiment about single variogram model, the super param- eters setting of proposed method in this paper are set as: the population size is 200, the maximum iteration is 500, and the chromosome length is determined according to the parameter estimation range in Table 1 . In the second experiment about nested model, the population size is 200, and the maximum iteration is 200. The parameter values calculated by different method(compared with DQNGA, GA, GS+ software and least square fit) are shown in Table 2 below, and the fitting curves of these model are shown in Fig. 3 , where the Gaussian single model marked in red line reflect the correlation of metal Pb. The nested variogram modes(Gaussian model and spherical model) marked in green line reflect the correlation of metal Ti. No.a is the method of GS+ software, and No.b is the DDQNGA model. No.c is the traditional genetic algorithm. The No.d is the least square fit method and the No.e is the partical swarm optimization method.
In the experiment about parameter estimation of single Gaussian model, the parameters calculated by some method, including GS+, GA, DDQNGA, LSF and PSO. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the curve of Gaussian variogram model calculated by LSF is not good, and other curve can clearly reflect the relationship between variogram and interval distance. The RSS obtained by GS+ in the Table 2 is relatively high, and the RSS obtained by DDQNGA is the lowest. The RSS of DDQNGA proposed in this paper and GA is relatively small, which shows that the GA and DDQNGA have certain advantages that can search the global optimal solution in the parameter estimation of single variogram model. At the same time, the RSS of DDQNGA has smaller value than GA. It is important that the variogram models satisfy the positive definiteness condition, so the cross-validation test is sufficient before using this variogram models in kriging [11] . The RMSE is the root mean square error, which is widely used to evaluate the result of cross-validation test. The minimum value of RMSE means that the variogram model obtained by DDQNGA model have a positive-definite functional form.
In the experiment of the nested model, we used the Gaussian model and the spherical model to fit the relationship between values and distances. Because the GS + software does not support the nested model, we used the single Gaussian model to fit the experimental variogram value and obtained the parameter. Compared with the RSS of GS+ and other method, the nested variogram model have a certain advantages in the accuracy of result. Compared with the RSS of GA, DDQNGA, PSO and LSF, it can be found that the heuristic search algorithm can get a lower RSS, and the DDQNGA proposed in this paper is better than GA or PSO algorithm. The RSS and RMSE of GA and PSO are similar in the Table 2 . At the same time, we did the cross-validation test to verify the validity of the variogram models and the RMSE of DDQNGA is smaller than other models. 
B. VERIFY THE RATIONALITY OF THE DDQNGA MODEL
In order to verify the rationality about overcoming the defects of GA model to obtain a better overall solution in this paper, we conducted this experiment, which experimental samples are from the agricultural heavy metal data set of Huangpi District, Wuhan City, Hubei Province in 2019. The content of mental Cr are processed to obtain the experimental variogram and we use the exponential variogram model to fit correlation of experimental variogram and interval distance. The population size of GA, PSO and DDQNGA is 200, and the maximum iteration is 1300. Owing the DDQNGA can automatically get the probability of cross-mutation, we only need to set the probability of crossover is 0.4 and the probability of mutation is 0.4 in GA. In our actual experiment, we set the rang of c 0 is [14, 26] , the range of c 0 + c 1 is [300,400] and the range of a 0 is [5000,6000]. For comparing the performance of our model with the other solution of GA, GS+ and LSF, we used these model to get the parameters of exponential variogram mode. After a certain time of calculation, the parameters of exponential variogram were calculated and the curves of these different model are shown in Fig. 4 , where the experimental variogram marked in black dots. No.a is the method of GS+ software(Version is 9.0), and No.b is the DDQNGA model. No.c is the traditional genetic algorithm. The No.d is the least square fit method and the No.e is the partical swarm optimization method.
The values of these parameters are given in Table 3 . We stopped the GA, PSO and DDQNGA when the iteration reached 1300. It should be noted that for pure mathematical method, e.g. LSF and GS+, heuristic search algorithm takes more time to get the optimal solution. Compared the results of the proposed approach with other model, we found that the difference between RSS and RMSE of GA, PSO and DDQNGA is small and the RSS and RMSE of LSF or GS+ is bigger than other parameter estimation model. However,we can see that the value of RSS and RMSE between GA algorithm and DDQNGA is not much difference after a long time of iterative search, and the reason for this phenomenon is that the heuristic search algorithm will gradually get the optimal solution in the long iterative search process.
The RSS and RMSE of GA and PSO are similar in the Table 2 and Table 3 . We can see that these typical heuristic search algorithm can get better value in the long iterative search process. The DDQNGA proposed in this paper is an improved GA algorithm, and the computational complexity of DDQNGA is more complex than GA. By analyzing the running log of the program, we found that the DDQNGA algorithm took 721.246 seconds for 1300 iterations, while the GA algorithm took 532.475 seconds, and the PSO algorithm took 451.279 seconds. The digital assessment of the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm show that DDQNGA is more complex than GA and PSO, but the results are better than typical GA and PSO. The PSO have a better performance than GA in running time.
We can see that the iteration process of three heuristic algorithms in F.g 5. Owing to the DDQNGA introduce the elite mechanism, each generation has an optimal individual to ensure its genes can be inherited. F.g 5 shows that DDQNGA gets the optimal value after about 800 iterations, while the iteration times of GA and PSO is about 1000 and 1060. The DDQNGA can get the optimal value earlier than GA and PSO and this phenomenon shows that DDQNGA algorithm has some advantages in application It is already known that in any search algorithm, including GA and DDQNGA, we seek a proper balance between exploration and exploitation [28] . In GA, the mutation operator is mostly used to provide exploration so as to increase the probability of finding the optimal solution while the crossover operator is widely used to lead population to converge to the optimal solution (exploitation) and this balance is determined by the mutation and the crossover rate [29] . In this paper, we used the deep reinforcement learning to balance the mutation and the crossover rate. The RSS of GA and DDQNGA show that the ability about obtaining the global optimal solution of these two model is almost the same in the long iteration. In order to verify the effectiveness of the deep reinforcement learning algorithm introduced in this paper, the probability of crossover or mutation based on the fixed population diversity setting and fitness setting is shown in Table 4 .
It can be seen from the table 4 that the probability of crossover is larger and the probability of mutation is smaller in the early stage of the iteration process. In the later stage of the iteration process, the probability of crossover is larger and the probability of crossover is smaller. This strategy is also in line with the dynamic setting of the probability value of crossover and mutation of genetic algorithm in practice. This shows that the introduction of deep reinforcement learning algorithm not only realizes the self evolution of parameter values to a certain extent, but also accelerates the global optimization speed of the whole algorithm.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a method(DDQNGA) based on deep reinforcement learning (Dueling DQN) and double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm(DECGA) to estimate the parameters of variogram single or nested models. Specifically, The double elite co-evolutionary genetic algorithm is adapted from the traditional genetic algorithm by introducing the double elite strategy. Thought it is effective as a evolutionary algorithms, The lack of dynamic setting of probability of crossover and mutation may hinder its adoption. To tackle this problem, we introduced the deep reinforcement learning to set the hyper-parameters according to the state of DECGA. Compared with some method, including GA, GS+, PSO and LSF, our approach estimate the parameters of variogram model more accurately and the related experiments also demonstrate the rationality of introducing the deep reinforcement learning to genetic algorithm. Future work would include conducting more experiments with related method, and applying other methods to further optimize this method.
